
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo announced in Buffalo on Saturday that a preliminary
agreement has been reached to sell a portion of Busti Avenue to make way for an
expanded plaza for the Peace Bridge.
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Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo swept into Buffalo on Saturday to make a surprise announcement that a preliminary agreement has
been reached between the city and the state to sell a portion of Busti Avenue to make way for an expanded plaza for the Peace
Bridge.

Under the plan, City Hall would sell two blocks of Busti – between Vermont Street and Massachusetts Avenue – to the state,
which in turn would hand it over to the Peace Bridge Authority.

The proceeds of that sale – estimated at about $2 million – would go toward improvements in the immediate neighborhood.

The expansion plans, like just about any proposed project connected to the Peace Bridge, have drawn fierce criticism in the
community.

Some opponents of the plans are against the demolition of eight houses now owned by the city, which they say have historic
value. Environmental watchdogs believe the plaza will result in heavier traffic and more trucks idling in the neighborhood and
polluting the air.

Cuomo, on the other hand, is clearly eager to get the expansion plan under way. A gleaming new plaza welcoming a steady
stream of visitors and truckers from Canada in an economically challenged part of his state would make a perfect campaign
backdrop for the governor as he faces re-election and possibly national office – proof that he’s the man who could break
through the state and Buffalo’s gridlock.

“This is more evidence of a new day in Buffalo,” Cuomo told reporters Saturday, speaking as if he were at a campaign rally. “...
You can feel it in the streets. You can feel it in the air. Let’s keep going.”

But the controversial nature of the Busti agreement was also evident Saturday. Cuomo’s news conference – apparently his
only public appearance in Buffalo for the day – was announced to the media less than three hours before it was scheduled to
begin.

The announcement about the “preliminary agreement” was a surprise to many, in part because it came with the endorsement
of Niagara Council Member David A. Rivera, who had previously been critical of the expansion plans.

Rivera’s concerns

On numerous occasions, Rivera had raised concerns about the potential health effects. He successfully pressed the state and
the Peace Bridge Authority to place air-monitoring devices by the Peace Bridge.
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Rivera appeared at Cuomo’s news conference, affirming his endorsement.

 “Today’s announcement ... regarding Busti Avenue will significantly help reduce traffic congestion that has led to idling
vehicles and diminished air quality for too long,” he said. “ ... All proceeds from the sale of the transfer of the lands will go
directly to the neighborhood and the people of the Niagara District. In that sense, we are very encouraged the mayor has made
this commitment. This is a community coming together to build a future in Buffalo and beyond.”

He added: “I want to say this has been probably one of the most important decisions that we have had to make during a time
I’ve been on the Common Council. ... We feel that many of the concerns are being addressed as this project moves forward.”

Rivera later told The Buffalo News that a key part of his decision to support the plans was the state’s agreement to put air
monitors near the bridge, which will begin in three weeks.

“Not everyone is going to be happy with the decision,” he conceded. “I think it’s ... a better decision than what they initially had
to propose in demolishing 80-something homes. This is a smaller footprint. The goal is to move traffic along a lot quicker.
Hopefully, it’ll have a cleaner, environmentally friendly plaza that other people can look to.”

The agreement was presented as just shy of a done deal.

Cuomo was joined by local officials at Saturday’s news conference. In addition to Rivera, Council President Richard Fontana
stood behind the governor. Rivera also said he believes the Council will approve the plan once it goes back into session in
September.

But opponents vowed to fight the plan.

“The best way to improve air quality is to not expand the truck plaza,” said Erin Heaney, executive director of the Clean Air
Coalition, which held a demonstration at Columbus Park ahead of Cuomo’s appearance. Activists and residents held up signs
opposing the plaza expansion.

“I had four children and two of them wound up getting asthma,” said Liz Telesco, who raised her family on Seventh and
Vermont streets. “There’s no history of it in our family.”

Now her granddaughter, 12-year-old Briana Rudolph, uses an inhaler every day. She blames air pollution on the West Side,
where there is a higher-than-average rate of asthma.

“I’m disappointed in the governor,” said another protestor, Rebecca Soto, as she pushed her walker down Porter Avenue
toward the Peace Bridge. “He’s not taking into consideration the citizens of the West Side. We elected him and he hasn’t heard
our voice as to what we want.”

Soto, who has lived on the West Side for almost 50 years, said what she wants is “clean air.”

“We’re not against progress,” she said. “But we’re against the way things are being done.”

Heaney also criticized how the deal was struck.

 “It’s leaving out the people living in the neighborhood,” she said. “Everything Cuomo says he’s against, this reeks of ... It’s a
poor way to make public policy.”

Brown’s announcement

At the news conference, Mayor Byron W. Brown also announced that the final design phase is under way for a less
controversial part of the plan – a $20 million renovation and expansion of the U.S. Customs commercial building, aimed at
speeding up truck inspections.

The development also put the focus on the vacant Rhode Island Street Campus of the Episcopal Church Home. An expanded
plaza would move a duty-free store to the site.

In a statement, Rob Wallace, president and CEO of Episocpal Church Home & Affiliates, raised optimism about the acquisition
of the West Side Campus by the Peace Bridge Authority.

“Now that the State of New York, the City of Buffalo and the Peace Bridge Authority have celebrated long-awaited progress
regarding portions of the planned plaza expansion, there should be nothing standing in the way of the PBA to finally [acquire]
our former West Side campus.”

Wallace also was critical of the long debate over Peace Bridge plans and ensuing stalemates.

“Aside from the slow disintegration of our business since the Peace Bridge project was first announced nearly two decades
ago, we have been held in limbo as this process has drawn on year after year. The result has been a financial albatross on our
business and our vendors and a stigma for our neighbors on the West Side. We hope that we are finally close to the solution
that has eluded us for far too long because of factors over which we had no control.”

mbecker@buffnews.com
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Comments

SORT: NEWEST FIRST | OLDEST FIRST

Exactly how many studies have to be done on the Peace Bridge!? It's been studied to death! Either build something or do nothing. Enough of the
waste of more studies.

DAN FITZMORRIS, CLIFTON PARK, NY on Mon Aug 6, 2012 at 06:58 PM

The truck traffic brings little or no value to the economy of Western New York, let alone Buffalo. The goal of the PBA is to bring more trucks
through the Peace Bridge doing little good to reducing the West Side's air quality. The geographic conditions at Lewiston Bridge bring the winds
down in to the gorge-doing little harm to the air quality of Lewiston/Queenston. A 2002 study showed that Lewiston/Queenston could handle the
capacity for truck traffic from the Peace Bridge until at least 2020. So-merge the bridge authorities and send all of the trucks to
Lewiston/Queenston and make the Peace Bridge a passenger/non-commercial vehicle crossing. Share the revenue and relieve the air quality of the
residents of West Side. Besides-the Governor MUST follow the law, so an environmental review MUST be done at the Peace Bridge-not while you
are building the plaza, but BEFORE!!! Move the trucks-not the people! The obstruction is the PBA itself for not coming up with a better plan for our
city and NOT the residents!

ELIZABETH MARTINA, BUFFALO, NY on Mon Aug 6, 2012 at 12:52 PM

Without an efficient Peace Bridge operation how are you going to get all those shipments of Labatt Blue and Molson Canadian here before the
current supply runs out? And don't forget about the truck loads of cigarettes, too.

MICHALE SZYMANSKI, ORCHARD PARK, NY on Mon Aug 6, 2012 at 11:22 AM

DEAR GOVERNOR CUOMO: The very same Canadian government that owns and operates the Buffalo and Fort Erie Public Bridge Authority (PBA)
has steadfastly refused to allow any future plans that would put more trucks on Windsor, Ontario roads leading to and from the Ambassador Bridge,
under any circumstances, and citing air pollution density rates as their main rational. What is NOT acceptable to the environment in Windsor,
Ontario - IS acceptable (according to you) in Buffalo, New York. Why are you then allowing it to happen in Buffalo, New York? Are your New York
constituents less important than Canadian citizens?

JAMES KANE, EAST AURORA, NY on Mon Aug 6, 2012 at 09:11 AM

Reefers,on the other hand, are another subject.

RICK HUTCHINSON, BUFFALO, NY on Sun Aug 5, 2012 at 09:51 PM

@ Mark Marcucci Trucks idle while waiting to check-in at the customs booth. Those not cleared or have to see a customs broker must park and NY
state law says the engine must be turned off after 5 minutes. Customs is not a truck stop/service plaza so a service such as IdleAire or electrification
would be a waste of State resources as these motor carriers are there just a short time.

RICK HUTCHINSON, BUFFALO, NY on Sun Aug 5, 2012 at 08:13 PM

I hope this means the 30+ years of talk finally becomes real action. After mega-millions spent on studies, the Peace Bridge corridor looks little
different than 30 years ago. Building the plaza is a step in the right direction as the bottleneck is more customs than it is the bridge. For those
wanting to preserve the past at the expense of progress, do you really want Buffalo's economy to suffer more? Buffalo was built on being a
transportation crossroads starting with the Erie Canal, and later railways and trucking. Unfortunately, Buffalo didn't become an air transport
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1072 Tifft St

$89,900
3 bed, 1.0 bath, 1,012 sqft
Single Family Residential

Lots of updates in this 2 story in
good location, Many many ...

Read More Details »

Latest real estate listings in Downtown, NY

$89,900 - 1072 Tifft St. 1,012 sqft, 3 bed, 1.0 bath

$98,900 - 59 Red Jacket Pkwy. 1,672 sqft, 4 bed, 2.0
bath

SEARCH MORE DOWNTOWN REAL ESTATE LISTINGS

crossroads (despite having Curtiss-Wright and Bell Helicopter as major industries), which helped grow Dallas and Atlanta. Anything that makes
Buffalo a preferred location for commercial transportation can revitalize the region's econmy. the opponents to this plaza need to work with the city
to compromise a solution, not to obstruct progress, lest the only thing preserved is a depressed economy.

DAN FITZMORRIS, CLIFTON PARK, NY on Sun Aug 5, 2012 at 05:40 PM

Smoke stack idea is good in theory but who is going to run up and down the bridge connecting and disconnecting those ? The trucks move every few
seconds. How about all the traffic at Lewiston ? They are expanding that as well and nobody is protesting.

ERIK LARSEN, TONAWANDA, NY on Sun Aug 5, 2012 at 05:37 PM

I am sure that the EPA has studies for idle reduction. I am sure that there are many options to hook up a tractor trailer smoke stacks and run the air
thru a filter so the air coming out is clean and it won't bother the people around the peace bridge. If there isn't anything like it then I think if
someone came up with a way to hook up a hose to the stacks to run fumes thru a filter when the trucks are idle I think A LOT of money will be
made.

MARK MARCUCCI , BUFFALO, NY on Sun Aug 5, 2012 at 02:58 PM

NOWHERE IN THE WORLD are they building commercial crossings into densely populated urban areas. ONLY IN BUFFALO!

PETERJOE CERTO, BUFFALO, NY on Sun Aug 5, 2012 at 02:17 PM
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